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1.

Scenario

The Planning Applications Kit is capable to execute calculation used in planning functions in memory
and thus greatly accelerates the execution. Unfortunately not all planning functions can be executed in
memory (please have a look at the list in note 1637199). Especially custom defined planning function
(ABAP exits) cannot be executed in SAP HANA. Instead implementing the planning function logic in
ABAP it is now possible to write a SQL-Script procedure that changes the plan data as desired and
that can be executed in SAP HANA. SQL-Script is an extension of SQL and is a proprietary
programming language in SAP HANA. As SQL-Script is not well known yet in the planning world we
want to give some examples of planning function implementations that should be usable as a first
introduction into SQL-Script. In our examples we try to show some common patterns generally used in
planning functions, especially custom defined planning functions (looping over tables, local
programming variables, accessing external data, using local tables, inserting and changing data in
tables, using modularization/subroutines etc.).

2.

General Description of the Solution

For a full introduction into SQL-Script we recommend to have a look at the HANA development guide
(http://help.sap.com/saphelp_hana/sap_hana_developer_guide_en.pdf).
Still we try to explain how our planning function logic is built up and why we do it in this way.
When using SQL-Script for the implementation of planning function logic we only implement the
calculation logic in SQL-Script. We still need some orchestration logic that is implemented in ABAP. In
order to use a SQL-Script procedure you have to create a planning function type and the
corresponding ABAP class that is used in the planning function type and implements the orchestration
logic.
If you need parameters in the planning function they have to be created in the planning function type.
Please note that only elementary planning function parameters are passed to SAP HANA execution.
In this guide we will not go into all details how the framework for a planning function type SQL-Script is
to be set up. This is explained in the documentation. There is also a report that generates templates
that can be used to create the necessary objects (RSPLS_SQL_SCRIPT_TOOL, please check SAP
notes 1887040, 1897239, 1945449, 1976522). We will rather concentrate on the planning logic inside
the SQL-Script procedure.
Still we will give some hints on which objects are necessary for a SQL-Script planning function. An
step by step procedure on how such a planning function can be implemented as an AMDP (ABAP
Managed Database Procedure) can be found in the following How to paper:
How to… Use Data from Another Aggregation Level in a PAK SQL-Script procedure – Implemented as
an AMDP Example (https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53376).
As you should also be able to test the procedure in your own system we will include some SQL-Script
that can be used to create a test scenario.
Please note that even if it is possible to use procedural logic in SQL-Script the system can only use all
its capabilities for speeding up the execution of a procedure (such as parallelization) if only declarative
logic is used. A typical example for a programming technique that results in procedural programming is
a loop over a table. This is a typical concept when you are using ABAP programs. In SQL-Script such
a loop can also be realized by using so-called cursors (a cursor can be seen as a work area you use
for looping over a table) but if you use those cursors then SAP HANA cannot parallelize the execution
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of the procedure anymore. Thus you should try to limit the use of such cursor to the absolute
minimum. We also try to avoid cursors and other procedural programming in our examples. This is
why the logic looks a bit unfamiliar when you are coming from an ABAP background. Nevertheless we
will also have an example where we have to use cursors.

3.

Examples for Planning Functions

3.1 Create a Test Environment
Our SQL-Script procedure receives the data in the plan buffer (restricted by the filter selection) and
returns the changed plan data (in the ABAP class you can set whether an after image or a table with
the delta records should be returned).
In the appendix you will find some coding that generates a table and fills it with records the table
corresponds to the aggregation level. Our data model is very simple. We are using the following
characteristics:
0CALYEAR
0CALMONTH2
Z_PROD
We use two key figures:
Z_QUAN (with a fixed unit ‘PC’)
Z_AMOUNT (with a fixed currency ‘EUR’).
You can easily create the characteristic and the two key figures in your system.
Use the following settings for the InfoObjects:
Z_PROD:

Master Data for Z_PROD:
September 2015
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Z_AMOUNT

Z_QUAN:

Now create an InfoCube in order to test the planning functions also in an InfoCube and an aggregation
level containing all characteristics and key figures of the InfoCube.
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In order to create the test environment just open HANA Studio and open a SQL console. Copy and
paste the coding from appendix 1 into the console. Exchange the schema name ‘SAPXYZ’ by the
name of your default BW schema (usually a concatenation of ‘SAP’ and you three letter ABAP system
name) and press F8. If you want to have a look at the table in HANA Studio expand the name of your
system, then expand the node ‘Catalog’. Now look for your default schema name (SAP + name of your
ABAP system) and expand this node. The tables can be found under the entry ‘Tables’. As BW
creates all its tables in this schema you will see a large number of tables. It is best to search for your
table with the context menu.
Please note that you could also first fill the InfoCube with some data (create a manual step in a
planning sequence and enter the new data records) and then use the How to Paper: How to… Easily
Create a Test Environment for a SQL-Script Planning Function in PAK
(https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53377) in order to create and fill the test data environment.
We need a second table as we want to have some ‘price’ table to do some price calculations later.
Again we will create this table directly in HANA (this time we will have no InfoCube corresponding to
this table so we cannot use the option described in the How to Paper above). Open a new SQL
console in HANA Studio, copy and paste the coding from appendix 2 into the console, adapt the name
of the schema, and press F8.
As a last step we need a table type corresponding to our aggregation level. Our SQL-Script
procedures have to have an ‘in’-table containing the existing data in the selection and an ‘out’-table
with the changed data. These tables need to have a type that matches the aggregation level. You can
either use report RSPLS_SQL_SCRIPT_TOOL in order to generate the type or just use the SQLScript from appendix 3. Again you have to adapt the schema name before executing the SQL-Script.
In the HANA Studio you will find the table type in the catalog under you schema name and then
‘Procedures->Table Types’.

3.2 Side-Effect Free SQL-Script Procedures
By default in planning only those SQL-Script procedures are allowed that do not change any data
other than the ‘out-going’ table. Those SQL-Script procedures are called side-effect free as they do
not change any table that is not declared as an outgoing table in the interface of the procedure. Thus it
can be assured that the SQL-Script does not have un-wanted effects. In addition those procedures
have to explicitly declare that they are side-effect free by adding the statement ‘READS SQL DATA’ at
the beginning of the procedure:

On the other hand in some cases it is necessary to change data base tables via a SQL-Script planning
function or to use local temporary tables to hold intermediate results. Such procedures are NOT side
effect free. The system has to specifically allow such procedures if they are necessary.
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The setting can be either set from the ABAP server in transaction DBACOCKPIT or directly in HANA.
When using DBACOCKPIT start the transaction, expand the entry ‘Configuration’ and double-click on
‘INI Files’. On the right hand side expand the node ‘indexserver.ini’ and look for the entry
‘planningengine’.

If the entry ‘planningengine’ is not available you have to create the entry. Double-click on the entry
‘indexserver.ini’ and enter the following entries in the popup.
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Confirm the popup by pressing the ‘save’ symbol.
If the parameter is already there and has the entry ‘false’ or ‘no’ you have to change the parameter
value to ‘true’ (or ‘yes’).
Even if most of our following examples are side-effect free we have allowed non side-effect free
procedures for our examples below and thus do not add the statement ‘READS SQL DATA’ in all of
the sample procedures.

3.3 Create a Simple Copy Function
In our first example we want to create a simple copy function in a SQL-Script procedure. We want to
copy data from one year to another year. It should be able to specify the source and target year from
the planning function.
We start with the body for the procedure. The simplest body for a procedure looks like follows:
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
/* some coding*/
end;
As we already explained above the procedure has an ‘in’-table containing the selected data and an
‘out’-table containing the after image or delta (in the implementing ABAP class this has to be
specified).
As we want to specify the from- and the to-value for the year in the planning function we need two
more parameters and our procedure body looks like this:
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
I_FROM_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
I_TO_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
/* some coding*/
end;
Please note that the report RSPLS_SQL_SCRIPT_TOOL can also create a template for such a
procedure body. If you have specified the planning function type (with the parameters) it even creates
the parameters in addition to the in- and out-table.
Now we can concentrate on the function logic. What should the planning function do? It should first
read the existing data in the table i_view– but only such data where the year is equal to the ‘from’
year. In SQL-Script this is written as:
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Select * FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
Now the year should be set to the ‘to’ year. As we have to change the value of one result field in the
select statement we cannot use ‘*’ anymore but have to specify all fields:
Select
CALMONTH2,:I_TO_YEAR as CALYEAR, Z_PROD, Z_AMOUNT, Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
The result of this select should be returned in the out-table. Thus we have our final SQL-Script as:
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
I_FROM_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
I_TO_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
E_T_TABLE = select
CALMONTH2,
:I_TO_YEAR as CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view
WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
;
end
;
If you want to test your logic just copy and paste the following coding to your SQL console and
execute it – the function is copying data from 2014 to 2015:
call SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(ZTSQL_DATA, '2014', '2015', ?)
Please note that if you press F8 then you will execute all coding in the console. If you want to execute
only single statement then mark the statement and press F8.
If you just press F8 (without marking the procedure call) then the system will send you an error
message as the procedure already exists as it tries to create it again.
Please also note that you cannot change a procedure directly. The easiest way to change a procedure
is to delete and create it again. The correct statement for deleting a procedure is:
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP;
If you put a ‘drop procedure’ before your ‘create procedure’ you are on the save side and can execute
the entire SQL-Script in your console.
(see also appendix 4)
Remark: We have assumed for our planning function that the filter contains the source and the target
data of the planning function. A copy function could also read the source data as reference data. If this
should be implemented then the planning function type needs to have the option ‘with reference data’
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set and then our procedure will have a second in-table: i_ref_view. This table contains the data in the
reference data selection. The table has the same table type as the i_view table and you can access
the table in the very same way.
Please keep in mind that our procedure generates deltas. That means that in the out-table we do not
have to insert the existing records for 2014 and that our copy function adds the new value for 2015 to
(potentially) existing records for 2015. If you want to overwrite existing values then you have to clear
the existing value. Here is an example how this can be done:
In addition to all the copied records the out-table needs to contain a negative value of all the existing
records for the target year. The SQL-statement for receiving all negative values from the in-table for a
given year is:
select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
((-1) * Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
((-1) * Z_QUAN) as Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view
WHERE CALYEAR = :I_TO_YEAR
As we now need the added results of both select statements in our result table we have to use the
‘union’ statement in SQL-Script and our formula looks like:
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP2(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
I_FROM_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
I_TO_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
E_T_TABLE = select
CALMONTH2,
:I_TO_YEAR as CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
union
select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
((-1) * Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
((-1) * Z_QUAN) as Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_TO_YEAR
;
end
;
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If you test the procedure like above copying 2014 to 2015 we will see the same result as before (as we
do not have any data for 2015 in our table. If you copy from 2013 to 2014 you will see that all 2014
data has been reversed. As we are working with deltas this will result in a deletion of the existing
records when the procedure is used in a planning function in PAK.
(See appendix 5 for the coding)

3.4 Create a Function accessing External Data
In PAK/BW-IP custom defined planning functions or Fox formulas with ABAP function module calls are
often used when ‘external’ data needs to be accessed – that is either data in an arbitrary database
table or data in another aggregation level of the InfoCube or DataStore Object. We want to show how
easy such a scenario can be realized with SQL-Script.
Remember that we have created a price table in chapter 3.1. For each product we now want to
calculate the amount (=revenue) as a product of the quantity and the price. If we do not find a price for
a product then nothing should be done. Thus we have to join the two tables: the data table and the
price table. For each product we have to look for the price so the join will be done over the product. In
our procedure we use an additional feature – we can define abbreviations for the involved tables so
we do not have to use the full table name. Our data table will be ‘a’, our price table will be ‘b’.
Please keep in mind that we return (in this case) delta values and not an after image. We do not want
to change the key figure Z_QUAN so we have to return a (delta of) 0 for this key figure. We want to set
the amount to the new value so we have to subtract the existing value to receive the correct delta.
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZCALC_REV( IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin E_T_TABLE = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.Z_PROD,
( (a.Z_QUAN * b.PRICE) - a.Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
0 as Z_QUAN
from :i_view as a
inner join SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE as b on a.Z_PROD = b.Z_PROD
;
end
;
(see also appendix 6)
Using data from another aggregation level within a procedure is now possible (from SAP BW 7.40,
SP06 , BW 7.30 SP08 and BW 7.31 SP06 on - notes 1976514 and 1976522 are also necessary). The
procedure receives the data from the additional aggregation level(s) in additional importing tables.
Thus the tables can be accessed in the very same way as the data table i_view. There is also a how
to paper available showing how to set up such a scenario:
How to… Use Data from Another Aggregation Level in a PAK SQL-Script procedure – Implemented as
an AMDP Example (https://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-53376).
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3.5 Create a Simple Distribution Function
In this chapter we want to build a distribution function and want to introduce some more programming
concepts.
We want to evenly (re-)distribute the amounts within a year and month to all products.
First of all we need to know what the total values are. Remember that we do not want to distribute
from one month/year to another but want the values to stay within their month/year. In a standard
planning function we would solve this by only using the product as a characteristic to be changed. The
system form one package for each month/year and would execute the Fox coding for each package.
In our procedure we work with one package only so we have to pay attention on the year and month.
So in the first step we need the totals value for each month and year. We can use a simple SQL-query
(result of a select statement) for this and later keep on working with the result. Thus we do not have to
use any local table (we will show later how this is done). You can use those results to further select
from them and to combine them via unions or joins with other results or tables. You cannot do any
table operation like inserting data (via insert…) or deleting data from this result set [if you pass the
content of such a table on to a subroutine then you can access the records directly in the subroutine –
see below).
Please note that our out-table also is filled as such a result of a SQL-query. That means that you
cannot use insert statements in order to write data into the out-table. If you need such a concept then
you will have to use a local temporary table (see below).
Our SQL-Script for a result containing the totals for each month and year looks like this:
total_vals = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
SUM(Z_AMOUNT) as total
from :i_view group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;
Please note that in order to calculate the total value over a number of records in ABAP you would
have to loop over the entire table and add up the values. In SQL-Script we can obtain the result with a
single statement.
Now we have to know the number of products per month and year so we can calculate amount each
product will receive.
count_prod = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
COUNT(Z_PROD) as count
from :i_view
group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;
So the value each product (per month and year) will receive is:
/* calculate the value*/
dist_values = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
(a.total / b.count) as dist_value
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from :total_vals as a
inner join
:count_prod as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR;
As you can see we can access the results of our SQL-queries (total_vals and count_prod) in the same
way as our data table i_view.
The last steps could also be less steps and a more compact way. But this makes the coding harder to
read. The system will parse the SQL-Script anyway and will optimize the coding. Thus we can
introduce some intermediate steps without harming the performance.
Now we can fill the out-table. Please remember that we decided to hand out deltas so we have to
revert the existing values for amount as well.
E_T_TABLE = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.Z_PROD,
(b.dist_value - a.Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
0 as Z_QUAN
from :i_view as a
inner join
:dist_values as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
;
(also see appendix 7 for the coding)
If you want to check the correctness of the calculation you can also hand out an after image by the
statement:
E_T_TABLE = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.Z_PROD,
b.dist_value as Z_AMOUNT,
a.Z_QUAN
from :i_view as a
inner join
:dist_values as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
;

3.6 Create a Complex Distribution Function 1
In this chapter we will program a more complex planning function. Our aim is to show you how to
handle local temporary tables. Programming variables and cursors are used (even if the logic might
also be implemented with declarative logic).
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Our planning function should do a distribution of the key figure Z_QUAN. For each month and year it
should distribute the value on ‘#’ to the other products in the same ratio as defined by the current ratio.
To add to the complexity we assume that we want to distribute INTEGER numbers (as we are working
with pieces which should usually be integers…). Obviously we cannot stick to the exact distribution
rate but have to use some rounding. But here it is getting tricky.
Imagine we have 4 products and the following (more simplifies records):

Product

Quantity

#

4

P1

1

P2

1

P3

1

Total

7

If we first distribute and then round we get the following case: for each product the new value would be
2 1/3 which rounds to 2. So after the execution of the algorithm the data looks like this:

P1

2

P2

2

P3

2

Total

6

We have a distribution that matches the distribution factors correctly but we have ‘lost’ one piece.
Obviously we have to find an algorithm that tries to stay as close as possible to the existing distribution
but does a cleverer rounding.
The algorithm that we choose works as follows: we calculate the delta value for our first product. This
is:
(value on ‘#’) * (original value on P1) / (total value over all products)
In our case the delta is 1 1/3. We NOW do the rounding. So P1 gets a delta of 1. We conclude that we
now can calculate:
(new value to be distributed to remaining products) = (value on ‘#’) – (delta for P1)
But in order to calculate the proper proportion for the next product we also have to use a new total:
(new total) = (original total) – (original value on P1).
(there are several similar options how to design the algorithm)
Obviously we have a recursive algorithm and we cannot realize this function in a procedure with
declarative logic. We want to implement the algorithm using local temporary tables and loops over
these tables using a cursor.
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As in our planning function above we do the same logic for each month and year.
We first define the cursor and some programming variables. In our algorithm we will go step by step
over the products and for each product will calculate the delta. The current remainder (per month and
year) that is to be distributed and the current total (again per month and year) used to calculate the
ratio is kept in a table. Thus we need a cursor to loop over all products in the data table except the
product ‘#’ which has an internal value ‘ ‘.
v_init_prod nvarchar(12) := ' ';
cursor c_cursor1 for select * from :i_view where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod;
v_sum decimal(17,3);
v_rem decimal(17,3);
v_value decimal(17,3);
In the next step we calculate the totals per month and year, but this time without the ‘#’ value (as we
do not want to distribute the the ‘#’ value).
total_vals = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
SUM(Z_QUAN) as total
from :i_view
where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod
group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;
We now need two temporary tables: one table should hold the values of the remainders to be
distributed and the remaining total (for the ratio) per month and year. In each step we will update the
table with the new remainder and total.
As we are working in a loop we need to insert our newly calculated deltas for the quantity for each
product into a table. As the out-table does not allow any inserts we need an intermediate table we can
insert record in and from which we can later fill the out-table. Please note the naming conventions for
temporary local tables (starting with ‘#’).
CREATE
LOCAL TEMPORARY
TABLE
#L_REM
( CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(2),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4),
sum decimal(17,3),
rem DECIMAL(000017, 000003) ) ;
CREATE LOCAL TEMPORARY TABLE #E_TMP (
CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(3),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4),
Z_PROD NVARCHAR(60),
Z_QUAN DECIMAL(17,3) ) ;
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Before we can start our loop we need to fill our remainder table with the starting values. At the
beginning the total is the total over all products unequal to ‘#’ (we have calculated that in total_vals)
and the remainder that is to be distributed is the full value on ‘#’.
insert into #l_REM
select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.total as sum,
b.Z_QUAN as rem
from :total_vals as a
inner join
:i_view as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
where b.Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;
We now are ready to loop over the data table and for the month, year, and product that is in the work
area we read the corresponding record with the current remainder and total.
for r as c_cursor1 do
select sum, rem into v_sum, v_rem from #L_REM where CALMONTH2 = r.CALMONTH2 and
CALYEAR = r.CALYEAR;
After a safety check that the total is not zero we calculate the current delta value and round it.
if :v_sum <> 0 then
/* calculate the value*/
v_value := r.Z_QUAN * :v_rem / :v_sum;
v_value := round( :v_value, 0, ROUND_HALF_UP);
Now we can subtract the value from the remainder and calculate the new total.
v_sum := :v_sum - r.Z_QUAN;
v_rem := :v_rem - :v_value;
Finally we update the remainder and the total in the table and insert our delta record into the table of
intermediate results.
/* update the remainder table*/
update #L_REM set sum = :v_sum, rem = :v_rem where CALMONTH2 = r.CALMONTH2 and
CALYEAR = r.CALYEAR;
/* update the data table with delta!*/
insert into #E_TMP values (r.CALMONTH2,r.CALYEAR, r.Z_PROD, :v_value);
end if;
end for;
Now we can fill the out-table from the table of the intermediate results. As we return deltas we have to
also return a negative value for all records for the product ‘#’. For the other records we already have
correctly calculated the delta.
e_t_table = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
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0 as Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
from #E_TMP
union select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
0 as Z_AMOUNT,
(-1) * Z_QUAN as Z_QUAN
from :i_view where Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;
Finally we have to delete the local temporary table as otherwise we will get an error once we re-run
the procedure.
drop table #l_rem;
drop table #E_TMP;
(Have a look at appendix 8 for the complete coding)

3.7 Create a Complex Distribution Function 2
We want to stick to our distribution function and now give you an example how you can use
subroutines in SQL-Script. A subroutine is just a SQL-Script procedure. Thus if we want to use tables
in the interface of the subroutine we have to define a table type.
In our example we will show you that it is possible to change the result of a SQL-query – not directly
but in a subroutine. In the subroutine you have to specify the structure of the in-table which must
match the structure of the SQL-query.
Let us first create the type for our sub routine. It matches the type we have used for our local
temporary table in the example above.
CREATE TYPE "SAPBWN"."ZREM" AS TABLE
( "CALMONTH2" NVARCHAR(2),
"CALYEAR" NVARCHAR(4),
"SUM" DECIMAL(17,3),
"REM" DECIMAL(17,3))
Now we create the procedures for reading and updating the remainder table.
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZREAD_REM(
IN
I_REM SAPBWN.ZREM,
IN
I_CALMONTH2 nvarchar(2),
IN
I_CALYEAR nvarchar(4),
OUT E_SUM decimal(17,3),
OUT e_rem decimal(17,3) ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
cursor c_cursor (v_CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(2), v_CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4))
for select SUM, REM from :i_REM
where CALMONTH2 = :v_CALMONTH2 and CALYEAR = :v_CALYEAR;
begin
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open c_cursor(:I_CALMONTH2, :i_CALYEAR);
fetch c_cursor into e_sum, e_rem;
close c_cursor;
end;
Please note that we use a cursor with two variables. Such a cursor can simulate a ‘loop at… where…’
construct in ABAP.
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZUPDATE_REM(
IN I_REM_tab SAPBWN.ZREM,
IN
I_CALMONTH2 nvarchar(2),
IN
I_CALYEAR nvarchar(4),
IN
i_sum decimal(17,3),
IN
i_rem decimal(17,3),
OUT E_REM SAPBWN.ZREM) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
e_rem =
Select * from :i_rem_tab where CALMONTH2 <> :I_CALMONTH2 or CALYEAR <> :I_CALYEAR
union
select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
:i_sum,
:i_rem
from :i_rem_tab where CALMONTH2 = :I_CALMONTH2 and CALYEAR = :I_CALYEAR;
end;
We can now implement our procedure. It is very similar to our first distribution function. The only
difference is that we do not use a local temporary table for our remainders table but a result of an
SQL-query. We read and update the table via procedures. Other than that the coding is identical.
Please have a look at appendix 9 for the coding itself.

3.8 SQL-Script Debugging
Now when you have written your SQL-Script procedure you probably want to debug the application in
order to test it and find errors.
Before SAP HANA SP7 it is not possible to debug the SQL-Script procedure directly in the schema.
You have to create a project and get a local copy of the procedure in order to debug the procedure.
With SAP HANA SP7 it is now also possible to debug a procedure that is defined in a schema and it is
also possible to debug AMDPs (ABAP managed database procedures) which is started from ABAP.
You have two options to debug your procedure. You can use the direct debugging in the schema and
use the test data you have created above for the input tables. This is probably the easier option
because you will probably use less data and because you do not have to jump between technologies.
Debugging the AMDP has the advantage that you do not have to create a test data environment and
that you can test and debug the procedure with the ‘real’ data in the InfoCube/planning buffer.
You can find videos about the two options in SDN:
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-

Debugging a catalogue (schema) procedure: http://www.saphana.com/docs/DOC-4473
Debugging an AMDP: http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-51790

When you are using the first option you have to keep in mind that you cannot directly debug a
procedure with a tabular input. But as we have our test data this problem can be easily solved. We
create a new procedure that is used to call the procedure we want to debug.
create procedure zdebug_int2 ( ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
view = select * from "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA";
create local temporary table #tmp like "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA";
call SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT2 (:view, #tmp);
drop table #tmp;
end;
(see also appendix 10)
Before you start the debugging you can set a break-point in the ‘debug’-procedure and a break-point
at the beginning of the procedure you finally want to debug (in the above case ZDIST_INT2). Please
note that we do not have a single step in SQL-Script debugging (yet). You can use F8 to jump to the
next break-point. You can set break-points also from within the debugger. In the debugger you can
see the content of each programming variable and can also see the content of tables (as SQL-queries,
temporary local tables etc.).

3.9 Sending Messages from SQL-Script
In some cases it is necessary to return some information from your custom defined planning functions
– for example if something went wrong when executing the function logic or some information that a
certain check was performed successfully. This information should be visible in the normal message
log displayed after the execution of a planning function. In a custom defined planning function defined
in ABAP you can return a message table containing this information. In a planning function defined in
SQL-Script we have a very similar technique: you can add another ‘out-‘table (E_T_MESG) that
contains the messages you want to send. You can find more information on sending messages and
also on how to fill the message table in SAP Note 2011847.
Because of a bug in order to successfully send messages it is necessary to implement note 2111553.
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4.

Appendix

4.1 SQL-Script for Creating the Data Table
drop table "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA";
CREATE COLUMN TABLE "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA" (
"CALMONTH2" NVARCHAR(2),
"CALYEAR" NVARCHAR(4),
"Z_PROD" NVARCHAR(60),
"Z_AMOUNT" DECIMAL(17,2),
"Z_QUAN" DECIMAL(17,3) ) ;
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
SELECT

INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_DATA VALUES
* FROM "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA"

('01','2014',' ',10.00 ,10.000 );
('01','2014','P01',100.00 ,10.000 );
('01','2014','P02',200.00 ,10.000 );
('01','2014','P03',300.00 ,10.000 );
('01','2014','P04',400.00 ,10.000 );
('01','2014','P05',500.00 ,10.000 );
('02','2014',' ',2.00 ,2.000 );
('02','2014','P01',10.00 ,1.000 );
('02','2014','P02',20.00 ,1.000 );
('02','2014','P03',30.00 ,1.000 );
('02','2014','P04',40.00 ,1.000 );
('02','2014','P05',50.00 ,1.000 );

4.2 SQL-Script for Creating the Price Table
drop table "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_PRICE";
CREATE COLUMN TABLE "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_PRICE" (
"Z_PROD" NVARCHAR(60),
"PRICE" DECIMAL(17,2) ) ;
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
INSERT
SELECT

INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE VALUES
INTO SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE VALUES
* FROM "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_PRICE"

('P01',11.00
('P02',12.00
('P03',13.00
('P04',14.00
('P05',15.00

);
);
);
);
);

4.3 SQL-Script for Creating the Table Types
CREATE TYPE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 AS TABLE (
CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR (000002),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR (000004),
Z_PROD NVARCHAR (000060),
Z_AMOUNT DECIMAL (000017, 000002),
Z_QUAN DECIMAL (000017, 000003))
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4.4 SQL-Script for a Simple Copy Function
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP;
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
I_FROM_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
I_TO_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
E_T_TABLE = select
CALMONTH2,
:I_TO_YEAR as CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view
WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
;
end
;
call SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP(ZTSQL_DATA, '2014', '2015', ?)

4.5 SQL-Script for a Simple Copy Function with
Overwrite
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP2;
Create procedure SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP2(
IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
I_FROM_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
I_TO_YEAR NVARCHAR (4),
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
E_T_TABLE = select
CALMONTH2,
:I_TO_YEAR as CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_FROM_YEAR
union
select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
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((-1) * Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
((-1) * Z_QUAN) as Z_QUAN
FROM :i_view WHERE CALYEAR = :I_TO_YEAR
;
end
;

call SAPBWN.ZCOPY_SIMP2(ZTSQL_DATA, '2013', '2014', ?)

4.6 SQL-Script for a Price Calculation
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZCALC_REV;

CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZCALC_REV( IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin E_T_TABLE = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.Z_PROD,
( (a.Z_QUAN * b.PRICE) - a.Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
0 as Z_QUAN
from :i_view as a
inner join SAPBWN.ZTSQL_PRICE as b on a.Z_PROD = b.Z_PROD
;
end
;
call SAPBWN.ZCALC_REV (ZTSQL_DATA, ?)

4.7 SQL-Script for a Simple Distribution
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZDIST_SIMP;
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZDIST_SIMP( IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin

/* get the sum of all values per month and year*/
total_vals = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
SUM(Z_AMOUNT) as total
from :i_view group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;
/* get the number of products per month and year*/
count_prod = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
COUNT(Z_PROD) as count
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from :i_view
group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;
/* calculate the value*/
dist_values = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
(a.total / b.count) as dist_value
from :total_vals as a
inner join
:count_prod as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR;
/* Set the value for each product*/
E_T_TABLE = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.Z_PROD,
(b.dist_value - a.Z_AMOUNT) as Z_AMOUNT,
0 as Z_QUAN
from :i_view as a
inner join
:dist_values as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
;
end;
call SAPBWN.ZDIST_SIMP (ZTSQL_DATA, ?)

4.8 SQL-Script for a Complex Distribution
drop procedure SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT;
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT( IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
v_init_prod nvarchar(12) := ' ';
cursor c_cursor1 for select * from :i_view where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod;
v_sum decimal(17,3);
v_rem decimal(17,3);
v_value decimal(17,3);

begin

/* get the sum of all values <> '#' per month and year*/
total_vals = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
SUM(Z_QUAN) as total
from :i_view
where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod
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group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;

/* local table for remaining value and total*/
drop table #l_rem;
CREATE
LOCAL TEMPORARY
TABLE
#L_REM
( CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(2),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4),
sum decimal(17,3),
rem DECIMAL(000017, 000003) ) ;

/* create local table for values*/
drop table #E_TMP;
CREATE LOCAL TEMPORARY TABLE #E_TMP (
CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(3),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4),
Z_PROD NVARCHAR(60),
Z_QUAN DECIMAL(17,3) ) ;

/* fill in the initial remainders*/
insert into #l_REM
select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.total as sum,
b.Z_QUAN as rem
from :total_vals as a
inner join
:i_view as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
where b.Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;

/* loop over the existing records*/
for r as c_cursor1 do
select sum, rem into v_sum, v_rem from #L_REM where CALMONTH2 = r.CALMONTH2 and
CALYEAR = r.CALYEAR;
if :v_sum <> 0 then
/* calculate the value*/
v_value := r.Z_QUAN * :v_rem / :v_sum;
v_value := round( :v_value, 0, ROUND_HALF_UP);
v_sum := :v_sum - r.Z_QUAN;
v_rem := :v_rem - :v_value;
/* update the remainder table*/
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update #L_REM set sum = :v_sum, rem = :v_rem where CALMONTH2 = r.CALMONTH2 and
CALYEAR = r.CALYEAR;

/* update the data table with delta!*/
insert into #E_TMP values (r.CALMONTH2,r.CALYEAR, r.Z_PROD, :v_value);
end if;
end for;

e_t_table = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
0 as Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
from #E_TMP
union select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
0 as Z_AMOUNT,
(-1) * Z_QUAN as Z_QUAN
from :i_view where Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;

drop table #l_rem;
drop table #E_TMP;
end;
call SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT (ZTSQL_DATA, ?)

4.9 SQL-Script for a Complex Distribution 2
drop type "SAPBWN"."ZREM";
CREATE TYPE "SAPBWN"."ZREM" AS TABLE
( "CALMONTH2" NVARCHAR(2),
"CALYEAR" NVARCHAR(4),
"SUM" DECIMAL(17,3),
"REM" DECIMAL(17,3));

drop procedure SAPBWN.ZREAD_REM;

CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZREAD_REM(
IN
I_REM SAPBWN.ZREM,
IN
I_CALMONTH2 nvarchar(2),
IN
I_CALYEAR nvarchar(4),
OUT E_SUM decimal(17,3),
OUT e_rem decimal(17,3) ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
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cursor c_cursor (v_CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(2), v_CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4))
for select SUM, REM from :i_REM
where CALMONTH2 = :v_CALMONTH2 and CALYEAR = :v_CALYEAR;
begin
open c_cursor(:I_CALMONTH2, :i_CALYEAR);
fetch c_cursor into e_sum, e_rem;
close c_cursor;
end;

drop procedure SAPBWN.ZUPDATE_REM;

CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZUPDATE_REM(
IN I_REM_tab SAPBWN.ZREM,
IN
I_CALMONTH2 nvarchar(2),
IN
I_CALYEAR nvarchar(4),
IN
i_sum decimal(17,3),
IN
i_rem decimal(17,3),
OUT E_REM SAPBWN.ZREM) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
e_rem =
Select * from :i_rem_tab where CALMONTH2 <> :I_CALMONTH2 or CALYEAR <> :I_CALYEAR
union
select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
:i_sum,
:i_rem
from :i_rem_tab where CALMONTH2 = :I_CALMONTH2 and CALYEAR = :I_CALYEAR;
end;

drop procedure SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT2;
CREATE PROCEDURE SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT2( IN I_VIEW SAPBWN.ZSQL1,
OUT E_T_TABLE SAPBWN.SAPBWN.ZSQL1 ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
v_init_prod nvarchar(12) := ' ';
cursor c_cursor1 for select * from :i_view where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod;
v_sum decimal(17,3);
v_rem decimal(17,3);
v_value decimal(17,3);

begin
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/* get the sum of all values <> '#' per month and year*/
total_vals = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
SUM(Z_QUAN) as total
from :i_view
where Z_PROD <> :v_init_prod
group by CALMONTH2, CALYEAR;

/* create local table for values*/
drop table #E_TMP;
CREATE LOCAL TEMPORARY TABLE #E_TMP (
CALMONTH2 NVARCHAR(3),
CALYEAR NVARCHAR(4),
Z_PROD NVARCHAR(60),
Z_QUAN DECIMAL(17,3) ) ;

/* fill in the initial remainders*/
l_t_rem = select
a.CALMONTH2,
a.CALYEAR,
a.total as sum,
b.Z_QUAN as rem
from :total_vals as a
inner join
:i_view as b on
a.CALMONTH2 = b.CALMONTH2 and
a.CALYEAR = b.CALYEAR
where b.Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;
/* add to single value: new = round (value * rem / sum) .
new sum = sum - new
new remainder rem = rem - new */
/* loop over the existing records*/
for r as c_cursor1 do

/* read from the remainder table*/
call SAPBWN.ZREAD_REM ( :L_t_REM, r.CALMONTH2, r.CALYEAR, v_sum, v_rem);

if :v_sum <> 0 then
/* calculate the value*/
v_value := r.Z_QUAN * :v_rem / :v_sum;
v_value := round( :v_value, 0, ROUND_HALF_UP);
v_sum := :v_sum - r.Z_QUAN;
v_rem := :v_rem - :v_value;
/* update the remainder table*/
call SAPBWN.ZUPDATE_REM ( :L_T_REM, r.CALMONTH2, r.CALYEAR, v_sum, v_rem,
:l_T_rem);
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/* update the data table with delta!*/
insert into #E_TMP values (r.CALMONTH2,r.CALYEAR, r.Z_PROD, :v_value);
end if;
end for;

e_t_table = select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
0 as Z_AMOUNT,
Z_QUAN
from #E_TMP
union select
CALMONTH2,
CALYEAR,
Z_PROD,
0 as Z_AMOUNT,
(-1) * Z_QUAN as Z_QUAN
from :i_view where Z_PROD = :v_init_prod;
drop table #E_TMP;
end;
call SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT2 (ZTSQL_DATA, ?)

4.10

Debug Procedure

create procedure zdebug_int2 ( ) LANGUAGE SQLSCRIPT AS
begin
view = select * from "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA";
create local temporary table #tmp like "SAPBWN"."ZTSQL_DATA";
call SAPBWN.ZDIST_INT2 (:view, #tmp);
drop table #tmp;
end;
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